From the Fox 2000 Motion Picture “ANYWHERE BUT HERE”

ANYWHERE BUT HERE

Words and Music by k.d. lang and RICK NOWELS

Moderately \( \text{♩} = 112 \)

Verse:

1. All too often I've set my life aside.
2. All too often the dreams I've dreamed have died.
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And all too often, my dreams went sailing by.

A chance of freedom,
a chance of faith.

The chance I'll take.

Chorus:
I'll leave it all and disappear.
I'm heading anywhere.

but here.

'Cause I want a life of souvenirs.

and I'll find it anywhere but here.

Coda

\[ \text{G7} \]

Am

\[ \text{G/B} \]

l'll find it

Repeat ad lib. and fade

an - y where... but here...